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Massproductions launches outdoor 
furniture in the colour of madness
Vincent van Gogh’s mysterious obsession with yellow, madness and narcissus 
flowers inspired Massproductions, when launching their outdoor furniture range 
in a new sun-bleached yellow colour. The outdoor collection in March Yellow is 
presented in a dreamy and lush set design by the Swedish artist Martin Bergström.

- Yellow is the colour of madness, perhaps inspired by Vincent van Gogh, and his 
obsession with yellow. In England we say “Mad as a March hare”, as hares tend to 
behave eratically in March. But now, we take away the madness and keep only the 
good things about yellow -  warmth and hope, says Chris Martin, design manager 
and co-founder of Massproductions.

Massproductions now presents their collections Tio, Jig Mesh and the new outdoor 
sofa Roadie, all designed by Chris Martin, in the new March Yellow. The paint 
consists of a UV-resistant powder coat, suitable for house facades, with extreme 
resistance to both sun and water.
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- Outdoor environments differ from indoor environments in so many ways. 
Obviously, high demands are put on the material to withstand the effects of 
nature. But you also have different spaces to work with, everything from a park 
to a restaurant or a balcony. March Yellow is adding a new sense of spring to our 
colour range, it fits just as well in nature as in any urban environment, says Magnus 
Elebäck, CEO and co-founder of Massproductions.

When photographing the new collection, Massproductions chose to collaborate 
with the artist and set designer Martin Bergström. The furniture takes place in 
an overgrown garden that evokes childhood memories, a nostalgic borderland 
between dream and reality.

- The vision was to create a springlike feeling in a controlled environment, an 
exposed wild grown exotic glade where the product, rather than the environment it 
stands in, comes into focus, concludes Magnus Elebäck

Product information Jig Mesh:
Design: Chris Martin - Massproductions
Material: Steel 
Colour: March Yellow, Beige Red, Black, Blue Green, Brown Beige, Ivory, Pale 
Brown, Pastel Turquoise, Stone Grey, White, Wine Red 
Price, Jig Mesh Chair: from $401/€276
Price, Jig Mesh Armchair: from $409/€283
Price, Jig Mesh Easy Chair: from $490/€345

Product information Tio Collection:
Design: Chris Martin - Massproductions
Material: Steel 
Colour: March Yellow, Beige Red, Black, Blue Green, Brown Beige, Ivory, Pale 
Brown, Pastel Turquoise, Stone Grey, White, Wine Red 
Price, Tio Chair: from $261/€268
Price, Tio Easy Chair: from $390/€342
Price, Tio Bar Stool: from $363/€377
Price, Tio table: from $434/€448
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About Massproductions
–
The international furniture company
Massproductions was founded in 2009 by
the Swedish designer Magnus Elebäck,
and the British designer Chris Martin.
The name, Massproductions, reflects the
founders’ idea of using industrial production
to create responsible and sustainable
high-quality furniture. Massproductions
produces and designs according to the
“form follows function” philosophy, with
the focus always being on the design process.
Both in 2016 and 2017 the company
has been granted with prestigious awards
like Designer- and Producer of the Year by
different magazines. Today the company
has its office and studio in Hammarby
Sjöstad, Stockholm.

Product information Roadie:
Design: Chris Martin - Massproductions
Material: Aluminium
Colour: March Yellow, Blue Green, Natural Aluminium  
Price, Roadie: from $ 2290/€2060

Product information Odette:
Design: Chris Martin - Massproductions
Material: Steel
Colour: March Yellow, Beige Red, Black, Blue Green, Brown Beige, Ivory, Pale 
Brown, Pastel Turqiose, Stone Grey, White and Wine red. Odette’s table top is also 
available in laminate for indoor use. 
Price Odette Dining Table: från $ 637/€666
Price Odette Coffee Table: from $541/€563

For high res image, visit Massproductions pressroom.

For product loan or more information contact
Communications Manager, Sanna Fehrman 
sanna@massproductions.se,
+46 70 229 37 70

https://massproductions.se/downloads/

